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Customer First, Digitally Focused Content?



What to expect from the session

• A true story about transforming our world of content

• Inspire your own story

• Make it feel manageable, less daunting and leave you with clues about 
where to start

• Content will be a strategic asset driving the needs of your business



1.6m 
customers

500k 

products

98% of 
world GDP 

covered

120m 

visits

70% online 
(B2B)

Background and a bit of context

Case study context

Following a number of years in supply chain, strategic change, and

commercial leadership roles, Alan entered the world of content as a

bona-fide “newbie.” Working for one of the world’s leading distributors

of electronic and industrial products, he transformed the content team

into a “Customer First, Digitally Focused” organisation, driving genuine

commercial value and helping the organisation to meet its ambitions.

Responsible for people, systems, and processes, Alan created a

successful, highly engaged, and commercially driven organisation in

what was his most rewarding role to date.

Alan Miller, Experienced Content Professional and Co-Founder, GiveToView.com

http://givetoview.com/


Deliver it in 
short value 

cycles

Create your 
long-term 

vision

But boil it down 

to your
problem and a 

solution you 
understand

Seek Expertise

It’s OK!

Have the courage to demystify content to maximise value

People are the start, middle, end because you’ve already invested in them



It doesn’t matter where you start

80% focus on 

catalogue production

A mix of Content 

creation & data 

management

Created by 

multiple teams

A lack of collective 

acceptance or 

understanding of what 

Content meant

The Content team 

became the end 

of a number of 

processes

Surprise!

A dis-engaged, 

de-motivated team



You must set out simple principles, and see them through

We will become a Customer First, Digitally Focused 
Content Organisation

1

We will improve & manage the Quality of our content, priorities will be driven by customer 

impact & commercial opportunity –

Our focus will be Brilliant Basics

2

We will work more closely with E-Commerce, Marketing and Product and be integral 

to the delivery of our Strategic Priorities

3



It’s easy to be overwhelmed, think differently

Typical mind-set Successful mind-set

Tasks.

that.

must.

be. 

Systems & Processes

Help that can be 

delivered

&

Questions that can be



The most powerful thing you have is your people



Empower the team to deliver outcomes



Relentless focus on ‘Brilliant Basics’



Be ruthlessly ‘Customer Led’



Care about outcomes, not inputs



Don’t be defensive



Don’t wait for a silver bullet



Own the problem



If it looks crazy, it probably is

… so stop doing it



We had to be strategic and transformational too …

… and demands and expectations of customers are always 

increasing 

36% 2014 30% 2015

… these require investment, approval and prioritisation, it takes time …  

… so we delivered in short-term value cycles



Technology plays a role

& ultimately you may not be successful without it

People have specific 

problems to solve

Use it to solve the 

roadblocks and treat it as 

an enabler

And so 

must your 

tech 



Invest in your people, not your technology

Focus on the tech 
that helps make them 

be the best 
they can be



Ask yourself the difficult questions

1. Does this help them drive the vision

2. Will it help them to achieve greatness

3. Are the system outcomes and the business outcomes the same

4. Are you sticking to solving problems

5. Are you managing the investment



And the outcome

Double digit growth in sales driven by  

conversion

Customer Satisfaction rate increased from 

70% to 94%+

Employee engagement improved from 42%

to 71% in three years 



Questions and 

Contact  

Content Questions & Support

Alan Miller

alm7home@Yahoo.co.uk

+44 7807 841292

LinkedIn: Alan Miller

Fundraising and Corporate 

Philanthropy

Alan Miller

alan@givetoview.com

+44 7807 841292

www.givetoview.com

mailto:alm7home@Yahoo.co.uk
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